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anna A former copper coin of Pakistan and India.

bicentennial The two-hundredth anniversary of a significant event.
Bicentennial celebration.

briefcase A case with a handle; for carrying papers or files or books.

bus Send or move around by bus.
The priest bussed in from a neighbouring parish.

cent A small sum of money.
The pound is down two cents at one dollar forty.

coinage The act of inventing a word or phrase.
The word is of Derrida s own coinage.

collectible Subject to or requiring payment especially as specified.
A collectible bill.

collecting The act of gathering something together.

commemorative Acting as a memorial of an event or person.
A commemorative plaque.

currency The metal or paper medium of exchange that is presently used.
The dollar was a strong currency.

dime A small amount of money.
There s not a dime s worth of difference between you and him.

dollar A United States coin worth one dollar.
The dollar coin has never been popular in the United States.

drachma A unit of apothecary weight equal to an eighth of an ounce or to 60
grains.

keepsake
A small item kept in memory of the person who gave it or originally
owned it.
She was wearing the medal he gave her as a keepsake.
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medal Decorate or honour with a medal.
They medalled in all the relay events.

minimum The least possible.
They checked visas with the minimum of fuss.

neologism A newly coined word or expression.
numismatist A collector and student of money (and coins in particular.
obelisk A mountain tree or other natural object resembling an obelisk in shape.

paperback (of a book) bound in stiff paper or flexible card.
The shelves were stacked with well thumbed paperbacks.

penny A small sum of money.
We didn t get paid a penny.

pickpocket Steal from the pockets of (someone.
I think someone pickpocketed me in Brighton on my way to the station.

pucker Draw together into folds or puckers.
She puckered her lips.

purse A sum of money spoken of as the contents of a money purse.
Institutions are funded from the same general purse.

souvenir Take as a memento.
Many parts of the aircraft have been souvenired.

stamp
A mark or pattern made by a stamp especially one indicating official
validation.
The whole place is mine which means I can stamp my personality on it.

sterling
British money especially the pound sterling as the basic monetary unit of
the UK.
Prices in sterling are shown.

ticket Provide with a ticket for passage or admission.
He stood for office on a strong right wing no nonsense ticket.

token Insignificantly small a matter of form only tokenish is informal.
The patronizing treatment of the token Middle Eastern character.

wallet A pocket-size case for holding papers and paper money.
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